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ARCHER XTREME™ INTRODUCES THE NEW LADY XTREME HARDCORE STABILIZER 
 

Xtreme Lady Bowhunters Get The Silent Treatment  
 

More and more women are joining the ranks of extreme bowhunters.  These serious ladies demand the most from 
their gear and expect it to perform at the highest levels.  Enter the new Lady Xtreme Hardcore Stabilizer from Archer 
Xtreme™.  This top of the line stabilizer is designed with the female hunter in mind and joins the ranks of AXT's 
Xtreme archery products designed to fit and perform perfectly on ladies bows.   
 
Even the softest shooting bows can benefit from a good stabilizer and AXT's new Lady Xtreme Hardcore can tame 
even the hardest hitters.  The Lady Xtreme Hardcore stabilizer is created with the same high quality materials and 
the latest technology AXT is known for.  Its compact, 6" design weighs in at an amazingly light 6 ounces.  Yet, don't 
let its small size fool you.  The AXT Lady Xtreme Hardcore will get the job done.  In fact, the stabilizer will allow 
ladies to comfortably shoot quiver after quiver of arrows while they put the boys to shame both on the range and in 
the woods.  
 
Archer Xtreme knows how to design high performance products that allow shooters to get the most out of their time 
in the field.  The Lady Xtreme Hardcore Stabilizer will keep her bow quiet and vibration free, ensuring that trophy 
doesn't jump the string.  The lightweight Lady Xtreme Hardcore is fully machined from aluminum and features AXT's 
Triangular Ridge bridge truss system, making it strong enough to handle whatever harsh terrain she drags it through.  
The Harmonic Dampening Body design houses the high tech components that will keep sound at bay.   
 
Inside the Lady Xtreme Hardcore is AXT's Triad Dampening System consisting of the Triad Dampening Cone and 
the Core Dampening Chamber.  The Triad Dampening Cone contains over-mold blades designed to stop vibration.  
The Dampening Chamber contains isolation dampening beads which stop harmonics dead in their tracks.  These 
features work together to channel and control noise and vibrations away from the shooter, improving the feel and 
performance of any bow.   
 
The Lady Xtreme Hardcore Stabilizer is available in black and features the same stylish pink accents as other 
offerings in Archer Xtreme’s Lady Xtreme Series including the Lady Xtreme 4O Sight and the Lady K2 Quiver. 

 
For more information on the new Archer Xtreme Lady Xtreme Hardcore Stabilizer or Archer Xtreme’s full selection of 
high-performance sights, quivers, stabilizers and archery accessories, please contact: Archer Xtreme at P.O. Box 
328 Belgrade, MT 59714. · Telephone: (406) 924-6113 · Or visit www.archerxtreme.com. 
   
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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